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Teaching Responsibilities
Principles of Geoscience
o
o
o
o
o

GLGY 201
Fall 2019
Undergraduate Elective
Teaching Assistant
Taught and directed laboratory section

o

Laboratory topics:
o Rock and Texture Identification
o Introduction to Paleontology
o Surficial Geology
o Map Interpretation

o

Laboratory topics:
o Snow Science (Field trip + report)
o Groundwater, Evaporation, Precipitation
o Regolith, Engineering Soils
o Mass Movement, Rivers, Glaciers

o

Laboratory topics:
o Slope stability and Rock properties
o Topographic maps, contouring, profiles
o Rock and mineral identification
o Hydrogeology
o City Planning

Surficial Systems
o
o
o
o
o

GLGY 353
Winter 2020
Undergraduate Requirement
Teaching Assistant
Directed laboratory section and field trips

Geology, Engineering, and the Environment
o
o
o
o

GLGY 471
Fall 2020
Teaching Assistant
Lead completely on Zoom

Teaching Philosophy
“In matters of science, curiosity gratified, begets not indolence but new desires”
- James Hutton (Father of Modern Geology)The best learning experience I have had as a student was during my 3rd year of undergrad. 3rd year
was the most fundamental year of geoscience, with each course being just as important as the next. One
of my professors who taught both sedimentary stratigraphy and field methods became more influential in
my life than I could have ever believed. Both courses involved a major multi day field trip to outcrops around
the US. The first geologic mapping experience for a young geologist in the making is quite terrifying. Being
outside and mapping huge outcrops alongside highways in places you have never been with a strict time
limit, knowing you will never return to that location. Before departure of each field trip, the professor
brought in samples and photos of the exact outcrop we were about to visit. We were able to see what rocks
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we were about to map, what the orientation of the outcrops were, where contacts were located. This
professor induced curiosity and confidence in each geology student that was about to undergo the reality
of being a true geologist. We entered the void with curiosity and determination because we knew what to
do and why were there. This professor not only highly influenced my way of learning but also on the
perspective of the field of geology. Each lesson was tied to an experience he had during his career as a
geologist. We saw photos of his research experience in the most amazing places around the world. I wanted
to be who my professor was, do what he did, know what he knew, and go to the places he went. He was
an inspiration.
As a first-year master’s student in geology, I have only had the privilege to be a teaching assistant
for one year, just two semester classes. The first lab section I taught was for a first level geoscience
introduction class. One of the best experiences I have had being a teaching assistant for that course came
from introducing a relatively unknown subject to students who were not in the geoscience department. I
had the ability to glorify the subject that cultivated my interests to students unaware of their desire to learn
the subject. I was able to highlight my own research, in glacial geology, and provide a new perspective on
the various path’s geoscience had to offer and the amazing opportunities the field could provide. I had
students genuinely interested in pursuing geoscience as career. I realized that I had the power to potentially
inspire not all, but some of the students to follow my footsteps as a geologist, which in turn, inspired me
to become a better instructor in the field of geoscience.
I think a course is successful if at the end, some of the students leave feeling cultivated, inspired
and eager to learn more about the subject. I say this because this is how I felt at the end of each of my
geology courses. I believe that as an instructor, I have the ability to cultivate students by sharing my
experience in research, where I have been, why my research is important, inspire students by explaining
how they can pursue a life in the field of geology, and how the subject at hand is an essential component
in everyday life and in the world of research to hopefully leave them eager to continually learn more. There
is nothing more satisfying than seeing someone get excited about a subject you devote your life too and
run with that excitement, all because you had the opportunity to explain it to them. It is important to me
that I expand the discussion. The discussion of modern science and research. Progression in research
evolves due to intellectual discussion amongst mutually minded individuals. I want to encouraging students
to strive to a higher level of intellect and curiosity, especially in a field that gives them pride and sparks
their interest.
My teaching strategy revolves around encouraging student independence, consistent
communication, and expression. I believe that in order to learn a new concept, a student must be able to
independently communicate the subject and express their thoughts and understanding of the subject to
others. Consistently writing about the concept and discussing it independently I believe to be the strongest
method in learning. I believe this strategy can be successful because it directly reflects my own learning
philosophy. During my time as a student, rewriting my own perspective on a subject followed by a
discussion, proved what I understood verses areas that I struggled to comprehend. Identifying areas of
struggle are vital during progression, to then refocus on those specific areas, to ensure maximum
understanding.
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Teaching Methodologies and Materials
*See example in appendices
My teaching strategy stems from simplicity. At the start of each lesson, I outline the hour with
expectations/goals and deliverables. Students are exactly aware of what needs to be completely in order
to stay on track. This avoids confusion and stress for the students and allows more time for productivity.
Before the start of the lab, a short overview of the topic reminds the students of the concepts and avoids
them have to jump back and forth to pervious lessons. Throughout the lab section, my sole purpose is to
be there to answer questions. I make sure to be concise and to the point, because they can always ask
more questions. Lastly, I also try to stay enthusiastic and excited about the topic, to try and keep the
students more engaged.

Professional Learning and Development
Undergraduate Student Ambassador
o
o

Earth Atmospheric Planetary Science – Purdue University
2018 - 2019

TI 0894 – 001 Developing your Teaching Dossier
o
o
o
o

Taylor Institute for Teaching and Learning – University of Calgary
Graduate Student Certificate in University Teaching and Learning
Badge 1 of 5
Completed 2020/04/30

Future Development
o

Remaining TI Badges
o 2. Emerging Teachers Development
o 3. Learning Spaces & Digital Pedagogies
o 4. Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Foundations
o 5. Theories and Issues in Postsecondary Learning and Teaching

Teaching and Learning Research/Scholarship
I currently do not have any experience in teaching and learning research. Future plans involve participating
in AGU’S Education and Public Outreach Program and Early-Career Scientist and Faculty Workshops.

Educational Service and Leadership
My engagement in teaching and learning began during my master’s at the University of Calgary through
the Taylor Institute for Teaching and Learning. I am currently in the process of obtaining a graduate student
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certificate in university teaching and learning. I have completed part 1 of 5, where I have identified my
teaching philosophy and developed a teaching dossier. As a teaching assistant, I have been a part of working
groups to plan and direct undergraduate courses.
During my time as an undergraduate, I assisted in science communication for an Antarctica research group.
I communicated technical information from the field and lab on different platforms to a general audience.
I created teaching videos about sample processing and analysis.

Student Feedback and Course Evaluations
*See course evaluations in appendices
Principles of Geoscience, GLGY 201
o
o
o

“So helpful! Gryphen made labs easy and fun. She was enthusiastic and dedicated!”
“Very helpful during labs, always had answers to our questions and made them easier to
understand.”
“Gryphen is the best TA I’ve had this year!”

Surficial Systems, GLGY 353
o

Due to COVID – 19, students were unable to provide course evaluations

Student Feedback Reflection:
Based on the feedback received from my first teaching experience, enthusiasm and dedication to
the student’s needs are both very influential, especially for new post-secondary students. I find that most
students need to be reassured that the topic is fun and interesting (even if it’s not), because then they
might be more eager to learn and understand. If I can convince them that the lesson is relevant and exciting,
then I know the outcome will be much better.

Evidence of Student Learning and Success
I currently have not mentored or supervised any students, however I will in the near future.

Peer Feedback
I have not yet received any peer reviews or feedback from colleagues, however I will in the near future.
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Awards and Recognition
Since I am in my first year of teaching, I have not received any nominations, awards and recognition
regarding my teaching. I am in the running to potentially receive a Teaching Assistant nomination or award
for the current and previous term.

Summary and Goals
As a first-year master’s student, my first teaching experience has provided me with a great perspective on
my teaching philosophy, strengths, and weaknesses. I learned what my style of teaching is, which revolves
around encouraging student independence, consistent communication, and expression. My strengths
involve creating an approachable demeanor that allows students to be comfortable and able to seek help.
I provide details about attainable expectations and am able to reduce confusion and stress. I have found
my main weakness is communicating technical information to new post-secondary students. Since this was
my first year at teaching, I have learned that I need to improve how I explain new topics to students who
have never learned about those topics.
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Appendices
Teaching Methodologies and Materials examples
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Course Evaluations
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